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Business Overview
Four market leading brands delivering to distinctive customer needs

1. All customer numbers quoted are existing active customers as at 31 Dec 2016. Not unique across Brands.

► For the diverse 21st century family who seek

trust and rewarding relationship banking

► ~3m customers

► Acquire 35-50 year olds who value the M&S

high street brand and have growing financial

needs

► Offer savings and unsecured lending services

► For the entrepreneurially minded who live and

think differently

► ~1m customers

► Acquire independent, digitally native, early

adopters of technology in the youth to 35 year

old cohort

► Offer full banking relationships

► For customers valuing the John Lewis and Waitrose

brands

► ~1m customers

► Offer unsecured lending services to valued John

Lewis Partnership customers

► For the open minded, with a world view

seeking to make the most out of life

► ~8m customers

► Acquire high earners in the 25-50 age range,

looking for intelligent advice and likely to prefer

digital channels

► Offer full banking relationships
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60%

1 HSBC data as at JAN17
2 Deloite – Mobile Consumer 2016
3 Market data, eBenchmarkers data OCT14 – OCT16, HSBC data as at same period
4 CACI, BBA – June 2016

– 90% of HSBC’s payments and transfers are

now completed digitally1

– 93% of customer contact with the bank is now

completed via the telephone, internet or

smartphone

– 4 out of 5 UK adults have a smartphone,

viewing their devices over a billion times a day
2

– Mobile Banking users in the UK retail market

have grown by 54% during the last 2 years

(93% at HSBC) 3. Mobile banking apps are

used 7,610 times a minute 4

– Open Banking will further accelerate the

digitisation of financial services

Digital Overview
Digital adoption has become the norm
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Three key components of our Digital ambition
Together they realise a fully digitally-enabled business delivering 21st Century relationship banking

HSBC Digital Solutions

• Design, build and run simple,

fast and intuitive customer

journeys on a modern digital

platform

Digital as a Channel

• Use data to dynamically

deliver a relevant and

personal experience across

every customer interaction

Digitally-led Propositions

• Develop propositions that

take full advantage of digital

technology to evolve the

customer value proposition
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Banking and

Servicing
• Convenient, self-serve, straight-through processing$

Wealth and

Insurance
• New journeys deployed across new and existing platforms

Secure Access • Simplified credentials and intuitive customer accessibility

Value Added
Digital
Messaging

• A dialogue-driven approach to customer communications

Multi-Channel
and Staff
Digitisation

• Cross-channel, innovative and effective experiences

Public Web

Services

• A dynamically optimized experience that flows from web activity (e.g. on

WeChat) to application and fulfilment

Originations and

Utilities
• Best-in-class product/account opening and customer on-boarding

Mobile • Rapid feature deployment through a reliable, intuitive interface$

Digital

Acquisition

• Providing capability to integrate our acquisition activity into third parties eg

programmatic, affiliates etc

HSBC Digital Solutions
Comprehensive scope to deliver a fully digitally-enabled business
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HSBC Digital Solutions
A new way of working to simplify and accelerate technology delivery, driving a shift in the culture of the
organisation
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Delivered 2016 - H1 2017 Coming in H2 2017 - 2018

HSBC Digital Solutions
Moving toward continuous delivery
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Digital as a Channel
Building capabilities to rival e-commerce giants

 Executing

experiments at

an industrial

scale

Optimisation

 Developing and

delivering

personalised,

real-time

messages to

our customers

Digital
messaging

 Providing

insight and real-

time analysis to

support all

Digital Channel

activities

Digital data

 Dynamically

tailoring content

for each

customer

Content

 Using platform,

data analytics

and creative to

drive targeted

customer

acquisition

Digital
acquisition
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Open

Banking
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Digital Propositions
Test & Learn agenda along major themes shaping the retail bank of the future
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Digital Propositions
HSBC SmartSave (FCA Regulatory Sandbox deliverable)

Microsavings app jointly designed and

developed with a FinTech. Offering:

 Account aggregation

 Rule based saving sweeps

 Actionable push notification ‘nudges’

Theme Description

 Dec 2016: Pilot launched to

2,000 customers.

 Mar 2017: Pilot concluded.

 H2 2017: features and learnings

to be built into future

mobile deliverables

Roadmap

 Consistent positive response to nudge

messaging, actionable notifications drive

activity and app engagement

 Rules based auto-savings drive significant

behaviour change

 High levels of satisfaction with aggregation

and ‘money management’ tools

 Perceived value drives high level of ‘opt in’

to messaging

Learnings

Open

Banking
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Appendix
Important notice and forward looking statements

Important notice

The information set out in this presentation and subsequent discussion does not constitute a public offer for the purposes of any applicable law or an
offer to sell or solicitation of any offer to purchase any securities or other financial instruments or any recommendation in respect of such securities or
instruments.

Forward-looking statements

This presentation and subsequent discussion may contain projections, estimates, forecasts, targets, opinions, prospects, results, returns and forward-
looking statements with respect to the financial condition, results of operations, capital position and business of the Group (together, “forward-looking
statements”). Any such forward-looking statements are not a reliable indicator of future performance, as they may involve significant assumptions and
subjective judgements which may or may not prove to be correct and there can be no assurance that any of the matters set out in forward-looking
statements are attainable, will actually occur or will be realised or are complete or accurate. Forward-looking statements are statements about the
future and are inherently uncertain and generally based on stated or implied assumptions. The assumptions may prove to be incorrect and involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors, many of which are outside the control of the Group. Actual
achievements, results, performance or other future events or conditions may differ materially from those stated, implied and/or reflected in any
forward-looking statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors (including without limitation those which are referable to general
market conditions or regulatory changes). There can be no assurance that any of the matters set out in forward-looking statements are attainable, will
actually occur or will be realised or are complete or accurate. Any such forward-looking statements are based on the beliefs, expectations and
opinions of the Group at the date the statements are made, and the Group does not assume, and hereby disclaims, any obligation or duty to update
them if circumstances or management’s beliefs, expectations or opinions should change. For these reasons, recipients should not place reliance on,
and are cautioned about relying on, any forward-looking statements. Additional detailed information concerning important factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially is available in our 2016 Annual Report and Accounts.

This presentation contains non-GAAP financial information. The primary non-GAAP financial measure we use is ‘adjusted performance’ which is
computed by adjusting reported results for the period-on-period effects of foreign currency translation differences and significant items which distort
period-on-period comparisons. Significant items are those items which management and investors would ordinarily identify and consider separately
when assessing performance in order to better understand the underlying trends in the business. Reconciliations between non-GAAP financial
measurements and the most directly comparable measures under GAAP are provided in the 2016 Annual Report and Accounts and the
Reconciliations of Non-GAAP Financial Measures document which are both available at www.hsbc.com.
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